
 

 

 

  

 

 

With many of last year’s 
drivers moving on and new 
drivers joining in, it was 
anyone’s guess on who 
would take the spoils at the 
first round. 

Heat 1 
Nico Antoniou got the first 

heat of 2015 started, heading 

the pack into turn 1, but soon 

lost out to Fraser Brunton. Bo 

Long was running in 3rd with 

Zach Walters chasing him 

down and closing whilst 

leaving Robin Truswell to hold 

off James Higgins. Brunton 

was getting away at the front 

as Long got onto the back of 

Antoniou and started 

challenging for 2nd, allowing 

Brunton to comfortably 

extend his lead due to 

Antoniou’s defending. 
Brunton took the first win of 

2015 as Antoniou took 2nd just 

ahead of Long, Walters and 

Truswell. 

 

Heat 2 

Heat 2 got off to a false start 

with the second attempt 

seeing Ambrose Witherspoon 

take the lead at the start from 

Connor Brown. Milo Pilford 

dropped Brown further on lap 

one and was instantly on the 

back of Witherspoon. Thomas 

Wallace joined the leading 

pair and passed Pilford on lap 

2 with a move up the inside 

at turn 4. The top three were 

lapping bumper to bumper 

as the chequered flag was 

readied and given out to 

Witherspoon ahead of 

Wallace, Pilford, Kuba 

Wozniak and Sebastian  

Chodyko. 

Heat 3 
Mark Hearn headed James 

Collen and William Egby at 

the start but Alex Hamilton 

and Mikey Gleeson both 

quickly made their way to 

the front on lap 1 with the 

pair soon being joined by 

Collen and Egby as they 

tried to regain the positions 

they lost at the start. 

Gleeson hit the front on lap 

3 with a move through turn 

6, but Hamilton soon retook 

the lead on the following lap 

with Egby closing onto the 

back of Gleeson. Egby got 

ahead of Gleeson on lap 5 

as Hamilton started to get 

away and took the 

chequered flag ahead of 

Egby, Gleeson, Matteo 

Strathmann and Ted Rivett. 

Heat 4 

After a false start, Josef 

Smillie led the pack out of 

Vale but soon lost out to 

Alex Hamilton. A red flag 

came out on lap 2 to deal  

with an incident at turn 3, 

bringing the race to an end. 

When all drivers involved 

were deemed to be ok, the 

were deemed to be ok, the 
drivers were placed into the 
order they were when they 
last crossed the start/finish 
line for the restart with the 
green flag waving to get 
racing resumed. Hamilton 
held the lead with Connor 
Brown moving into 2nd 
ahead of Smillie and James 
Higgins. Hamilton claimed 
the win ahead of Brown, 
Smillie, Higgins and Brendan 
Sathees. 

Heat 5 
Zach Walters lost out to 

Finley Ahmad-Hambling at 

the start, but soon regained 

the position with Fraser 

Brunton taking up 2nd by the 

end of lap 1. Milo Pilford was 

sitting in 4th and was next to 

challenge Ahmad-Hambling 

with Ambrose Witherspoon 

on Pilford’s rear bumper. 

Pilford was through on lap 2 

as Brunton hit the front and 

began to edge away from 

Walters and Pilford was soon 

with Walters and passed to  

take up 2nd and set after 

Brunton. Pilford was 

catching Brunton in front of 

him but ran out of time as  

Fraser Brunton on his way to winning Round 1 

First Blood To Brunton 
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the chequered flag greeted 

Brunton just ahead of Pilford. 

Walters took 3rd ahead of 

Witherspoon and Henry 

Forber. 

 

Heat 6 

Oliver Tipping grabbed the 

lead from Mikey Gleeson at 

the start, but Gleeson retook 

the lead a few corners later. 

Kuba Wozniak was into 2nd 

ahead of Tipping on lap 2 with 

Bo Long in 4th and Sebastian 

Chodyko in 5th. Gleeson was 

getting away at the front as 

Tipping lost out to Chodyko in 

the fight for 3rd and William 

Egby soon joined them as he 

out-dragged William Forber 

out of the final corner to start 

the final lap. Gleeson took the 

chequered flag ahead of 

Wozniak, Chodyko, Tipping 

and Forber. 

Heat 7 

Ted Rivett headed the pack 

into Vale and was chased by 

Tomas Orjuela Cortes and 

Josef Smillie. Rivett quickly 

pulled out a gap ahead of 

Phillip Strauss who had moved 

up into 2nd by the end of lap 1 

ahead of Smillie and set after 

Rivett. Strauss could not shake 

off Smillie who picked up a 

penalty. Robin Truswell was 

running in a comfortable 4th, 

clear of Henry Forber and 

Thomas Wallace. Rivett, 

Strauss and Smillie were all 

pumping in matching lap 

times, meaning Rivett was 

staying out of striking distance 

as Smillie made a move on 

Strauss, which he misjudged 

and allowed Strauss back 

through, costing them both 

time to Rivett. Rivett took the 

win from Strauss, Smillie, 

Wallace and Truswell. 

 

Heat 8 

Brendan Sathees held the 

lead as the lights switched 

from red to green with Matteo 

Strathmann, Milo Pilford and 

Ted Rivett chasing after him. 

 

Rivett quickly moved into 2nd 

and got onto the back of 

Sathees before taking over at 

the front on lap 3. Strathmann 

was too preoccupied with 

Pilford behind him to 

challenge Sathees for 2nd as 

Rivett got his head down to 

pull away at the front. James 

Higgins and Finley Ahmad-

Hambling soon joined 

Strathmann and Pilford in the 

fight for 3rd. Rivett took a 

comfortable win from Sathees, 

Strathmann, Pilford and 

Higgins. 

Heat 9 

Two false starts cost the field a 

lot of time. Mikey Gleeson 

picked up a penalty at the 

third start attempt for 

overtaking before the cones 

as he moved from 4th to 1st.  

He was chased by Phillip 

Strauss, Mark Hearn and Oliver 

Tipping.  The chequered flag 

was given out as the time was 

taken up by the false starts 

with Gleeson crossing the line 

ahead of Strauss, Hearn, 

Tipping and Ambrose 

Witherspoon.  

 

Heat 10 

Thomas Wallace made the 

most of pole to pull out a small 

gap on lap one but William 

Egby closed back onto the 

rear of Wallace as Connor 

Brown latched onto the back 

of the leading pair on lap 2. 

Brown took 2nd a lap later and 

set after Wallace to see if he 

could close the gap. Zach 

Walters had made good 

progress to take up third and 

was closing on the pair in front 

of him. Wallace, Brown and 

Walters were all together as 

they started the final lap 

bumper-to-bumper. Walters 

took 2nd from Brown on the 

final lap as Wallace took the 

win ahead of Walters, Brown, 

Fraser Brunton and Otis Smith. 

 

Heat 11 

Sebastian Chodyko led at the  

 

end of lap 1 ahead of Kuba 

Wozniak, James Collen and 

Alex Hamilton. Chodyko got 

his head down to start edging 

away at the front with 

Wozniak in a lonely 2nd as he 

was well clear of Hamilton 

who had moved up into 3rd. 

Hamilton quickly closed down 

on Wozniak and was 

immediately passed on lap 4. 

Hamilton was getting away 

from Wozniak who had Bo 

Long on his rear bumper. Long 

got ahead at turn 6 on the 

final lap as Chodyko took a 

comfortable win ahead of 

Hamilton, Long, Wozniak and 

Phillip Strauss. 

 

D Final 

Tomas Orjuela-Cortes led from 

pole and quickly pulled out a 

lead over Sean Flaherty on lap 

1. James Collen soon took up 

2nd at the end of lap 1 but lost 

out to Ellis Bailey on lap 2. 

Orjuela-Cortes continued to 

increase his lead as those 

behind tripped over each 

other. Bailey was being 

challenged for 2nd by Brendan 

Sathees but Sathees then spun 

at turn 2 on lap 3. Jakub Dube 

moved up into 3rd as a result 

and was being chased down 

by the recovering Sathees. 

Orjuela-Cortes took the win 

and a place in the C Final 

beating Bailey, Sathees, Dube 

and Collen. 

 

C Final 

The C final began with a false 

start. Nico Antoniou and Robin 

Truswell headed the field 

down to Vale with Matteo 

Strathmann slipping past into 

2nd to slot in behind Truswell. 

Antoniou was holding off 

James Higgins and William 

Forber before Higgins snuck 

through. Strathmann was 

pushing leader Truswell before 

losing it at turn 4 with half a 

lap remaining. Truswell took 

the win ahead of Forber, 

Antoniou, Higgins and  

 



  Strathmann. 

 

B Final 

A false start held the field up 

slightly to begin with. Milo 

Pilford and Zach Walters led 

the field down to Vale at the 

second attempt with Pilford 

holding on as they entered 

turn 2. Connor Brown was in 

3rd, but lost out to Kuba 

Wozniak at turn 4.  Pilford 

began to gradually edge 

away from Walters who was 

being put under pressure by 

Wozniak. Mikey Gleeson was 

running in 4th as Wozniak took 

2nd. Brown and Oliver Tipping 

both picked up penalties for 

contact with each other as 

Pilford took the chequered 

flag.  Wozniak came home in 

2nd ahead of, Walters, Gleeson 

and Robin Truswell. 

 

A Final 

Alex Hamilton and Fraser 

Brunton formed the first front 

row of the 2015 season with 

the pair of them looking like 

they may get jumped by Ted 

Rivett who got a good start 

from the second row, but 

could not hold on as they 

approached turn 2. Brunton 

then took Hamilton for the 

lead with Thomas Wallace 

sneaking through by turn 3 to 

take 2nd. Brunton was away at 

the front, quickly pulling out a 

lead as Wallace held off 

Sebastian Chodyko and 

Hamilton with Rivett having 

Phillip Strauss and Milo Pilford 

for company. As those behind 

continued to squabble for 

position and hold each other 

up, Brunton was free to easily 

extend his lead. Chodyko 

finally found a way past 

Wallace at turn 4 as the race 

approached its end with 

Hamilton attempting to pass 

Wallace at turn 2 a lap later, 

but made contact and 

rightfully let him back through. 

Brunton cruised to the finish 

line ahead of Chodyko,  

 

Wallace, Hamilton and Pilford. 

 

Results 

 

D Final 

1. Tomas Orjuela-Cortes 

2. Ellis Bailey 

3. Brendan Sathees 

 

C Final 

1. Robin Truswell 

2. William Forber 

3. Nico Antoniou 

 

B Final 

1. Milo Pilford 

2. Kuba Wozniak 

3. Zach Walters 

 

A Final 

1. Fraser Brunton 

2. Sebastian Chodyko 

3. Thomas Wallace 
 

 



 

 

  

 

With a restructuring for Inkart 
in 2015, the Junior Light class 
became the Junior class and 
in its first round we saw some 
of last year’s Light drivers mix 
it up with some of last year’s 
Cadet drivers who had had a 
growth spurt over the 
Christmas break. 

Heat 1 
Jake Gillett headed the pack 

from pole and held on as the 

rest of the pack followed him 

through the first lap. Harvey 

McBrien was pushing Gillett at 

the front from the go to try 

and get past for the lead. 

Josh Lad was sitting in 3rd and 

was starting to put McBrien 

under pressure for 2nd, 

allowing Gillett to start edging 

away. Sam Attard was 

running in 4th with Tom Nicoll 

5th and the pair of them were 

catching those ahead as the 

laps ticked away. Gillett had 

established a healthy lead as 

the race approached its 

conclusion with McBrien 

looking safe in 2nd. The 

chequered flag greeted 

Gillett ahead of McBrien, Lad, 

Nicoll and Attard. 

Heat 2 
Max Oshaughnessy headed 

Oliver Mooij and Axel 

Slijepcevic as the field shot off 

towards turn 1 with the order 

remaining unchanged as 

they completed lap 1. Ben 

Graham was onto the back 

of Slijepcevic and was 

passed on lap 2 at Vale with 

Harvey McBrien latching onto 

the back of the battling pair 

in front of him. Slijepcevic 

regained 3rd a few corners 

later only to have Graham 

snatch it back a lap later.  

 

Oshaughnessy was keeping 
Mooij at an arm’s length 
and himself out of danger as 
McBrien passed Slijepcevic 
at turn 6. Graham had 
caught Oshaughnessy and 
Mooij to make it a three-way 
fight at the front. 
Oshaughnesy caught on to 
win ahead of Mooij, 
Graham, McBrien and 
Slijepcevic. 
 
Heat 3 
Axel Slijepcevic led as the 

lights flicked to green with 

Dan Hudes latching onto the 

back of him through Vale. 

Finn Angell-Wells and Oliver 

Mooij soon joined them at 

the front as the leading four 

pulled away ahead of 

Kameron Khan and Kizzie 

McDonald. The racing was 

getting intense between the 

top four as Angell-Wells got 

into 2nd at the final corner 

and Mooij got a run on 

Angell-Wells and Hudes to 

grab 2nd from the pair of 

them. This let Slijepcevic off 

the hook at the front as he 

opened a small lead. Mooij  

 

was given a penalty for 
contact at turn 1 as Hudes 
tried to regain the position 
he lost to Angell-Wells, but 
instead lost out to Khan.  
Slijepcevic took the win 
ahead of Mooij, Angell-
Wells, Khan and Hudes. 
 
Heat 4 
Ben Graham led as the lights 

flicked to green after the 

false start was dealt with. 

Jake Gillett and Max 

Oshaughnesy got onto the 

back of Graham. With the 

false start taking up most of 

the allocated race time, 

there was not much time for 

those chasing to do much 

about Graham’s lead. They 
looked for a way passed, 

but Graham kept his cool as 

he took the chequered flag 

from Gillett, Oshaughnessy, 

Tom Nicoll and Ben Gosling. 

 

Heat 5 

Another false start cost the 

grid some race time. Josh 

Lad led the field down to 

Vale with Tom Nicoll and 

Sam Attard in hot pursuit at 

Kahn out front on his own 

Khan Wins On Junior Debut 

Inkart Round 1 – 25
th
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By Thomas McMurray 

  



 

  second attempted start. Ben 

Graham was in a hurry as he 

took the lead at turn 4 having 

started at the back as he 

completed lap 1 ahead of 

Oliver Mooij and Lad. Graham 

soon pulled out a lead over 

Mooij who was sitting in a 

reasonably comfortable 2nd 

ahead of Finn Angell-Wells. 

Graham took the chequered 

flag ahead of Mooij, Angell-

Wells, Lad and Attard. 

Heat 6 

Kameron Khan and Dan 

Hudes led the field at the start 

of the race with Jake Gillett 

joining them to form a three-

way scrap for the lead on lap 

1. Henry Jarrett was sitting in 

4th and was closing on the 

three ahead of him by lap 2. 

Gillett made a move for the 

lead at turn 6 and pulled it off 

as Gillett, Khan and Hudes all 

got very close. Hudes was 

next to hit the front a few 

corners later and managed to 

put some distance between 

himself and Gillett behind him. 

Jarrett and Josh Lad were a 

couple of kart lengths adrift as 

Lad looked for a way past 

Jarrett, making a move stick 

through turn 4. Khan was back 

onto Gillett’s rear bumper to 
try and regain some lost 

ground. The final lap saw 

Gillett get back on terms with 

Hudes, but the chequered 

flag brought the race to a 

close as Hudes won from 

Gillett, Khan, Lad and Jarrett. 

Heat 7 

Max Oshaughnessy got a 

good start to take the lead at 

the start and was followed by 

Kameron Khan and Axel 

Slijepcevic. Oshaughnessy 

had made a break at the 

start, but Khan closed it down 

on lap 2 to get onto 

Oshaughnessy’s rear bumper 
and passed him for the lead a 

lap later. Oshaughnessy 

wasn’t going to let Khan get 

away as he kept up with him. 

Slijepcevic staying 

Oshaughnessy looked to get 

past Khan at turn 6, but lost 

out to Slijepcevic who slipped 

up the inside. Oshaughnessy 

returned the favour a lap later 

to regain the position. Khan 

continued to hold them off as 

once again, Slijepcevic got 

back ahead on the final lap. 

Khan held on to win ahead of 

Slijepcevic, Oshaughnessy, 

Harvey McBrien and Finn 

Angell-Wells. 

B Final 

Harvey McBrien led from pole 

but lost out to Finn Angell-

Wells. Tom Nicoll was on the 

back of these two as they 

fought for the lead with Nicoll 

taking 2nd with a move up the 

inside at turn 4. McBrien tried 

to regain the position at 6, 

going up the inside, with Nicoll 

taking it back at 7 and 

McBrien back into 2nd at turn 

8. This allowed Angell-Wells to 

build a small lead, but McBrien 

closed back up and began to 

put Angell-Wells under 

pressure for the lead. This left 

Nicoll on his own in 3rd. Angell-

Wells was defending well 

against McBrien but McBrien 

got past through Vale and 

into turn 2 with Nicoll soon 

adding to Angell-Wells’ pain 
as he grabbed 2nd. McBrien 

took the win ahead of Nicoll, 

Angell-Wells, Josh Lad and 

Henry Jarrett. 

 

A Final 

Ben Graham qualified on pole 

but hit problems as he ended 

up in the tyre wall at turn 3 on 

lap 1. Axel Slijepcevic held off 

Kameron Khan, Jake Gillett 

and Max Oshaughnessy 

around the rest of the lap with 

Oshaughnessy and Gillett 

swapping places early on and 

allowing Slijepcevic and Khan 

a little bit of breathing space. 

Without pressure from behind, 

Kahn was free to attack 

Slijepcevic and on lap 2 hit 

the front and got his head  

 

down to try and build a lead. 

down to try and build a lead. 

Slijepcevic hit kart problems 

soon after and was forced to 

retire as Khan made the most 

of it and pulled away at the 

front. Oshaughnessy, Gillett 

and Dan Hudes continued to 

scrap for what was now 2nd 

place as Khan took the win by 

2.934 seconds with Gillett 

finishing 2nd on the track but 

picking up a penalty for 

contact at the final corner. 

This promoted Oshaughnessy 

to 2nd ahead of Hudes, Oliver 

Mooij and the recovering 

Graham. 

Results 

B Final 

1. Harvey McBrien 

2. Tom Nicoll 

3. Finn Angell-Wells 

 

A Final 

1. Kameron Kahn 

2. Max Oshaughnesy 

3. Dan Hudes 

 

 
 



 

  

The Junior Heavy class was 
replaced with the Junior RT8 
class which was open to 
drivers aged 14-15 and had 
done a season of Inkart 
before. Reigning Cadet 
Champion, Alexander 
Dorricott adapted quickly to 
win the first round. 

Heat 1 

Alexander Dorricott led the 

newly created class ahead of 

Scott Van Breda and William 

Thomas. Thomas took 2nd on 

lap 1 at turn 6 as Dorricott 

started to open a gap. Silas 

Woolway was holding off 

Joshua Craft, Tauran Bellot 

Jnr and Joe Booker but found 

the time to get ahead of Van 

Breda as Thomas set after 

Dorricott. Thomas was taking 

a tenth or two per lap out of 

Dorricott’s lead but ran out of 
time to get within striking 

range as Dorricott won heat 1 

ahead of Thomas, Craft, 

Woolway and Bellot Jnr. 

Heat 2 

Heat 2 got underway with a 

false start with the second 

attempt seeing another false 

start. William Thomas led the 

field when the race finally got 

underway and quickly pulled 

out a gap over Scott Van 

Breda and Joshua Craft. The 

chequered then waved as 

the time was used up by the 

false starts meaning it was 

Thomas from Van Breda, 

Craft, Tauran Bellot Jnr and 

Alexander Dorricott. 

Heat 3 

Joshua Craft lost out to Joe 

Booker at the start, but Craft 

regained the lead at turn 2 

and proceeded to edge  

 

 

away as Booker had 

Alexander Dorricott, Silas 

Woolway, Tauran Bellot Jnr, 

William Thomas and Scott 

Van Breda all lined up 

behind him. Dorricott took 

2nd on lap 2 at the Vale end 

of the circuit and set after 

Craft at the head of the 

field. Thomas and Bellot Jnr 

took up 3rd and 4th on lap 3 

with Thomas chasing after 

Dorricott who was in turn, 

trying to catch Craft. 

Thomas was onto the back 

of Dorricott as they started 

the final lap with Craft 

looking on for the win. Craft 

was greeted with the 

chequered flag ahead of 

Dorricott, Thomas, Bellot Jnr 

and Woolway. 
 
Final 
William Thomas and 

Alexander Dorricott formed 

the front row for the first 

Junior RT8 Final at Daytona 

Sandown Park with Thomas 

holding onto the lead as the 

race got underway.  

 

Dorricott followed with 
Joshua Craft tucked in 
behind in 3rd with the 
leading trio quickly putting 
some distance between 
themselves and the chasing 
pack of Silas Woolway, 
Tauran Bellot Jnr, Joe Booker 
and Scott Van Breda. Craft 
snuck through into 2nd on lap 
2 and was onto the back of 
Thomas but was not there 
for long as Dorricott 
regained the position a lap 
later at turn 3. Despite the 
changing of positions, 
Thomas never got too far 
down the road as Dorricott 
soon got back on terms with 
the leader and as they 
headed down towards Vale 
once more, Dorricott hit the 
front. Craft was next to have 
a go at Thomas as Dorricott 
got his foot down to try and 
break away. Craft repeated 
the move Dorricott pulled to 
take up 2nd, but by this stage 
Dorricott was out of reach. 
Thomas then came under 
attack from Woolway and 
Bellot Jnr, both of whom had 
closed as Thomas and Craft 
scrapped for position, but  

 

Dorricott won the inaugural Junior RT8 Race 

Dorricott Wins 1st Jnr RT8 Race 
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th
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Thomas was defending well to 
hold onto the final podium 
position. Dorricott took the 
chequered flag ahead of 
Craft by 2.741 seconds with 
Thomas completing the 
podium ahead of Woolway 
and Bellot Jnr.. 

Results 

 

A Final 

1. Alexander Dorricott 

2. Josh Craft 

3. William Thomas 
 

 

  

 

Alexander Dorricott 

Josh Craft 

William Thomas 



 

 

  

Ian Del-Pizzo looked as 
though he would be 
continuing in 2015 from where 
he left off in 2014 but Jake 
Butler had other ideas and 
pushed Del-Pizzo all the way 
to the very end of the race to 
provide some very 
entertaining racing. 

Heat 1 
Jordan Bowley held off 

Cameron Rodger at the start 

with Nelio De Gouveia soon 

joining them in 3rd. Bowley 

was getting away at the 

head of the field as Rodger 

was preoccupied with De 

Gouveia, Tom Sibley, Daniel 

Holland and James Venning. 

Bowley was extending his 

lead with each passing lap as 

those behind began to line 

each other up with Rodger 

taking the most pressure. 

Rodger managed to make a 

break as De Gouveia came 

under attack from Sibley with 

Holland and Venning making 

the most of it dropping Sibley 

down two places and getting 

a chance to pass De 

Gouveia for themselves. 

Bowley took a comfortable 

win ahead of Rodger, De 

Gouveia, Holland and 

Venning. 

Heat 2 
Jake Butler held onto the 

lead as the lights switched to 

green with James Venning 

slotting in behind him as they 

went through Vale. Tom 

Sibley joined them at the front 

on lap 2 to put the pair of 

them under pressure for the 

lead. As these three followed 

in each other’s wheel tracks, 
Ian Del-Pizzo was closing in 

having passed George Dixon 

and left him to hold off  

 

Cameron Rodger. Butler 
began to edge away from 
Venning who had Sibley and 
Del-Pizzo climbing over his 
rear bumper. Venning was 
defending well to keep 
Sibley and Del-Pizzo behind 
as Rodger worked his way to 
the front of the second 
group behind them. Butler 
took the win ahead of 
Venning, Sibley, Del-Pizzo 
and Rodger. 
 
Heat 3 
Bradley Youngman led from 

pole but lost out to Daniel 

Holland and Ian Del-Pizzo on 

lap 1. Del-Pizzo took the lead 

on lap 2 with the pair of 

them making a break from 

3rd place man Ben Williams. 

Williams was coming under 

pressure from George Dixon 

and Tom Sibley with Dixon 

desperately trying to find a 

way past, but Williams’ kart 
appeared to be too wide to 

pass. Del-Pizzo was 

stretching his legs at the 

front as he edged away 

from Holland, leaving him on 

 

his own in 2nd. Dixon got into 

3rd and began to put some 

distance between himself 

and Williams who still had 

Sibley tucked up behind 

him. The chequered flag 

brought the race to an end 

with Del-Pizzo taking the win 

ahead of Holland, Dixon, 

Sibley and Williams. Penalties 

were issued during the race 

with the amount of contact 

warranting a speaking to for 

all of the drivers before the 

finals. 

 

A Final 

Ian Del-Pizzo converted his 

pole position into the lead as 

the lights went from red to 

green to start the final. He 

was closely followed by 

Jake Butler with the two of 

them quickly pulling out a 

lead over Daniel Holland, 

Tom Sibley, James Venning 

and Jordan Bowley. Butler 

immediately put Del-Pizzo 

under pressure for the lead 

as Bowley got in front of  

 

Del-Pizzo Just Denies Butler 
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Del-Pizzo and Butler neck-and-neck through the final corner 



  

Venning for 5th with 

Cameron Rodger edging 

towards them. Despite their 

close proximity, Del-Pizzo 

and Butler were not slowing 

each other down as they 

lapped fast enough to pull 

away from those behind. 

Holland was doing well to 

keep the chasing pack at 

bay with a small mistake 

from Sibley as he tried to 

pass Holland at the final 

corner, leading to him 

locking up and having a half 

spin. Those behind pounced 

on the mistake with Venning 

making the most of it to 

move into 4th and get onto 

the back of Holland. With 

the race nearly finished, 

Butler made his move on the 

penultimate lap to take the 

lead from Del-Pizzo, but Del-

Pizzo stuck with him and 

made a late lunge at the 

final corner. Butler saw him 

coming and gave him just 

enough room and switched 

back to retake the lead as 

they crossed the start/finish 

line to begin the final lap. 

Del-Pizzo  
 

 

The Senior Podium 

still had one more lap to get 
ahead and made his move 
at turn 2 to lead once more 
and kept Butler at bay to 
take the win by 0.255 
seconds from Butler. 
Venning completed the 
podium ahead of Holland 
and Bowley. 

 

Results 

 

A Final 

1. Ian Del-Pizzo 

2. Jake Butler 

3. James Venning 
 



 

 

 

 

  

 

Ryan Harper had not lost any 
pace over the Christmas 
break and was on pole, but 
he faced a serious challenge 
against former champion 
Jack Campfield and DMAX 
regular, Bobby Trundley. 

Heat 1 
Adam Christopher held the 

lead at the start as the lights 

flicked to green, heading 

Bobby Trundley and Ciaran 

Bodenham at the end of lap 

1. Jack Campfield was up 

into 4th and putting 

Bodenham under pressure as 

Trundley got his head down 

to try and get back onto 

terms with Christopher at the 

front. As Bodenham 

defended against Campfield, 

Donald Macauley was 

closing in as they held each 

other up. Campfield finally 

slipped through on lap 4 to 

take 3rd, by which time, the 

leaders were 4.5 seconds up 

the road as Trundley 

continued to edge towards 

Christopher’s rear bumper. 
Ryan Harper was up into 5th 

having passed Arnold 

Macauley and set after 

Bodenham who was now, 3 

seconds up the road. 

Trundley grabbed the lead at 

turn 6 on the penultimate lap 

with Christopher on Trundley’s 
rear as they started the final 

lap. Trundley took the win 

ahead of Christopher by 

0.257 seconds. Campfield 

took 3rd ahead of Bodenham 

and Harper. 
 

Heat 2 
Jack Campfield got a good 

start from pole to lead into 

Vale with Luke Charman 

and Ryan Harper right 

behind him. There was a 

small gap back to Arnold 

Macauley and Donald 

Macauley in 4th and 5th after 

lap 1 with Harper taking 2nd 

a lap later from Charman. 

The move from Harper 

allowed Campfield to pull a 

small gap at the front as 

heat 1 winner, Bobby 

Trundley, gradually worked 

his way through the order to 

get up into 5th with Arnold 

next in his sights. Campfield 

continued to pull away and 

took the chequered flag 

from Harper, Charman, 

Trundley and Arnold 

Macauley. 
 
Heat 3 
Chris Wilkinson led from pole 

as the field headed down to 

Vale with Arnold Macauley 

soon taking up 2nd from Luigi 

  

Cappuccio. Ryan Harper 

dropped Cappuccio a 

further position as he passed 

him at turn 6 a lap later. 

Harper was onto the back of 

Macauley on lap 3, giving 

Wilkinson a bit of breathing 

space. A move up the inside 

on the final corner saw 

Harper take up 2nd and he 

was quickly onto the back 

of Wilkinson. Jack Campfield 

was making steady progress 

to join the group of 

Cappuccio, Jake Taylor and 

Bobby Trundley in the fight 

for 4th as Harper took the 

lead at turn 4 on the 

penultimate lap. Harper 

took the win, just edging out 

Wilkinson, Macauley, 

Trundley and Campfield. 

Campfield and Cappuccio 

were both awarded 

penalties for contact around 

turns 6 and 7 on the final lap. 

 

A Final 

Reigning Champion Ryan 

Harper lined up on pole  

 

Trundley had to work hard to beat of Campfield and Harper 
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ahead of Bobby Trundley and 

former Champion, Jack 

Campfield. Trundley was quick 

at the start, passing Harper 

through turns 1 and 2 to take 

the lead. He headed Harper 

and Campfield as these three 

quickly pulled away from 

Arnold Macauley, Adam 

Christopher, Chris Wilkinson 

and Jake Taylor. Harper 

wasn’t going to let Trundley 
go however, as he quickly 

regained the lead with 

Trundley losing a further 

position as Campfield took up 

2nd and began to look for a 

way past Harper. All of this 

allowed Macauley and 

Christopher to edge a little 

closer with Trundley taking 

back 2nd from Campfield on 

lap 3. Campfield came back 

once more with a move that 

took a couple of corners to 

complete, but by turn 4 on lap 

5, he was back into 2nd and on 

Harper’s rear bumper. As the 
two shot off towards Vale on 

lap 8, some contact between 

the two of them left Trundley 

with a run through Vale and 

turn 2, allowing him to blast 

past the pair of them to regain 

the lead. Trundley held this 

advantage all of the way to 

the finish line as he took the 

chequered flag ahead of 

Harper, Campfield, Macauley 

and Christopher. 

 

Results 

 

A Final 

1. Bobby Trundley 

2. Ryan Harper 

3. Jack Campfield 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 


